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Prologue:

The Jammu and Kashmir State Board of School Education came into being by an Act of legislature, known as Jammu and Kashmir Board of School Education Act, 1975. This Board has territorial jurisdiction all over the State of Jammu and Kashmir. It advises the State government on the matters relating to academic guidance, prescribing the courses of studies and conduct of examination for Elementary, Secondary and Higher Secondary examinations, besides promotion of education for all. It has two Divisional offices located at Rehari Colony, Jammu and New Campus, Bye-pass Bemina, Srinagar. It is an autonomous body headed by a Chairman.

The J&K State Board of School Education conducts examination for the various classes and courses at divisional level after the expiry of academic calendar, which differ in the two Divisions i.e. Jammu and Kashmir Division, are as follows:

1. Secondary School Examinations;
2. Higher Secondary Examination Part-I;
3. Higher Secondary Examination Part-II;
4. One year Diploma Course in Elementary Education (D.E.Ed) for in Service under graduate Teachers;
5. Two Year Diploma in Elementary Education Course (D.El.Ed) previously known as ETTC and
Prelude:
The Diploma in Elementary Education (D.El.Ed) Programme is meant for preparing teachers for Primary and Elementary schools, i.e. preparing teachers for age-group of 5+ to 13+.

Objectives of Diploma in Elementary Education:
The following objectives of teacher education have been formulated with the aim of school education in view. These objectives are by and large based on NPE, 1986, as amended in 1992 which, among other things, stipulates that:

“A child—centered and activity—based process of learning should be adopted at the primary stage. First generation learners should be allowed to set their own pace and be given supplementary remedial instruction. As the child grows, the component of cognitive learning will be increased and skills organized through practice”.

The Elementary Teacher Trainee should:

- Possess competence in the first and the second Language, Mathematics and in the topics of Natural and Social Sciences related to Environmental studies I and II.
- Develop skills in identifying, selecting and organizing learning experiences for teaching the above subjects in formal and non-formal situations.
- Possess sufficient theoretical and practical knowledge of Health, Physical and Recreational activities, Work Education, Art and Music, and skills for conducting these activities.
- Develop understanding of the psychological principles underlying the growth and development of the children of the age group of 5+ to 13+.
- Acquire theoretical and practical knowledge about childhood education including integrated teaching.
Develop understanding of major learning principles, which help in promoting cognitive, psychomotor and attitudinal leanings.

Understand the role of the home, the peer group and the community in shaping the personality of the child, and help develop an amicable home-school relationship for mutual benefit.

Conduct simple action research.

Understand the role of the school and of the teacher in changing the society.

Explicit Objectives:

1. To equip teachers with sufficient theoretical and practical knowledge and skills.

2. To develop a proper understanding of the psychological and sociological principles implicit in the elementary education.

3. To empower teacher for promoting all round development of children.

4. To generate the capacities for greater motivation, aspiration and a sense of value commitment.

5. To enable teacher to manage learning resources and organize experiences for children of this stage with the focus on the minimum levels of learning.

6. To enable teachers to foster problem-solving ability among pupils.

7. To acquaint them with methods and techniques of handling children with special needs.

8. To develop among them the capacity to solve the social and emotional problems of children.

9. To enable pupil—teachers to organize supplementary educational activities for this group of pupils.

10. To enable them to acquire necessary skills so as to develop curiosity, imagination and self-confidence among children.
11. To enable them to perform their various roles in the educational system, as well as, in society.

12. To develop communication skills.

13. To motivate them to undertake action research and employ innovative practices.

14. To enable them to use community resources as educational inputs.

**The objectives of Elementary Teacher Education can be classified under three categories:**

- Cognitive: (knowledge and understanding);
- Psycho-motor (skills); and
- Affective: (attitude, appreciations, values etc.).

**Duration of the Course:**

The content of Elementary Teacher Training Programmes emerges from the role and functions of an elementary and nursery school teacher and has the potential and plausible to prepare the trainees to handle effectively the elementary school curriculum from standard I to VIII, as well as, pre-primary curriculum. The Program is full time regular Course of duration of two Academic years.

**Eligibility:**

a) General category candidates with at least 45% marks and scheduled caste/scheduled tribe, students with 40% marks in the Higher Secondary Examination Part-II/Senior Secondary Examination (+2), or its equivalent are eligible for admission.

b) Admission shall be made on the basis of marks obtained in the qualifying examination, or as the Board may from time to time notify.
c) There shall be reservation of seats for SC/ST/OBC/LOC/and physically handicapped, etc. as per the rules of the Country.

**Statutes Governing Admission to Diploma in Elementary Education Course (D.El.Ed):**

The Diploma in Elementary Teacher Training Course is a whole time course of the duration of two academic years. The class work shall commence by 1st week of October to 31st April every year as per Academic Calendar in both divisions of the Board i.e. Jammu and Kashmir Divisions respectively.

A person, so long as he/she is a student of D.El.Ed Course, shall not be eligible to attend any other course of instruction or appear in any other examination of the Board or University. Provided that a candidate who has been placed under reappear category in one course/paper of an examination, other than the qualifying examination, or was scheduled to appear in the examination, either as a regular or private candidate before the commencement of class work of the courses, but could not do so on account of delay in the conduct of said examination, for reasons beyond his/her control, shall be eligible to appear in the examination, even though he/she has been duly admitted to the course.

Any person in employment or self-employment or who engages in a business or profession is not eligible for admission to the course. Such a person may, however, be considered for admission, provided:

i. He/she produces a certificate from her/his employer that the employer has no objection to his/her employee pursuing whole time course and that the employee is on authorized leave for the purpose;

ii. In the case of self-employed person or a person engaged in business or a profession, the person concerned gives
an undertaking in writing that he/she will devote his/her whole time for studies as a student during the period he/she remains on roll of the Institution for the course and shall not engage in any business or profession or vocation during this period or engage in any other activity, which is likely to interfere with his/her studies in the Institution.

**Information Brochure-cum-application Form:**

The Information Brochure-cum-application Form for admission to the Two Year Diploma in Elementary Education Courses (D.El.Ed) is available on BOSE website: [www.jkbose.ac.in](http://www.jkbose.ac.in) with effect from 17th of June, 2019. The application form can also be downloaded from the J&K BOSE website. [www.jkbose.ac.in](http://www.jkbose.ac.in).

**MEDIUM OF INSTRUCTION AND EXAMINATION:**

English/Urdu/Hindi shall be the medium of instruction and examination in all papers except in Languages, where the medium of instruction and examination shall be the language concerned.

**DEFINITIONS**

“Course” means Diploma in Elementary Education Course (D.El.Ed). “Qualifying Examination” means Higher Secondary Examination Part II or an equivalent examination (on the basis of which the candidates becomes eligible for the admission to Diploma in Elementary Teacher Training Course.


SUBMISSION OF APPLICATIONS:

Before submitting their Application Forms to the Board to seek admission, the candidates are advised to ensure that they fulfill the eligibility conditions laid down for admission to the Course. In case, it is detected at any stage that a candidate does not fulfill the eligibility criteria and/or has furnished incorrect information, concealed/suppressed material facts, his/her candidature will be cancelled, even if he/she is already admitted. The Board will, in no way, be responsible for the consequences emanating there from.

A candidate shall not be allowed to make any change in the application, by way of addition, deletion or alteration, once it has been submitted to the Board.

The application forms complete in each respect alongwith required fee and testimonials should reach Board Office at Bemina, Srinagar or Rehari Colony, Jammu latest by 5th of September 2019, (if it happens to be a holiday, the next working day shall be the last date during the working hours).

CERTIFICATES AND OTHER DOCUMENTS TO BE ATTACHED:

The application Form -I duly filled in, should be accompanied by duly attested photo copies of the following certificates/documents:

i). Matriculation or equivalent examination certificate.

ii). Marks certificate of HS Exam Part 11th/12th Class examination or equivalent examination certificate.

iii). Category certificate (if any).

iv). Transfer or Migration certificate or both as the case may be.

v). Certificate of good conduct from the Principal/Head of the institution last attended.

vi). 02 Passport sized coloured photographs duly attested by the Principal of the School/College last attended & signed by the candidate.
IMPORTANT NOTE:

Candidates seeking admission to the course under any reserved category must attach with application an attested copy of the certificate on the form prescribed and issued for the purpose by the competent authority under law in force. Failure to attach the attested copy of such certificate with the application will render the candidate ineligible for admission under reserved category. Certificate on plain paper will not be entertained. The certificates of candidates belonging to category of S.C., S.T., OBC; Defence Service Personal, and Resident of area adjoining the Actual line of Control, Backward area or Weak and under-privilege classes shall not be entertained, if these do not conform to the latest SRO/Order issued by the Government for the purpose. If a candidate claims admission under reserved category, but does not attach the requisite certificate in support of his/her claim with the application, and if found otherwise eligible, will be considered under Open Merit Category.

No certificate or attested copy thereof will be entertained after the last date notified for the submission of application form-I. The claim of the candidate for consideration under any reserved category with “under process certificate” of category will not be entertained.

A candidate seeking admission under reserved category must submit along with the application an Affidavit duly attested by first Class Magistrate to the effect that category certificate and other certificates/documents (attested copies of which are attached with the Application Form) are genuine and in the event of their getting proved otherwise, his admission shall be cancelled and other action taken against him/her under law for his civil or criminal liability.

Students who have passed the qualifying examination from any other Board/Examing body, other than J&K Board, are required to submit all the certificates in original at the time their eligibility case is scrutinized and determined by the Board.
DISTRIBUTION OF SEATS:

(a). 40% of the sanctioned seats allowed to be filled from amongst the eligible candidates who:-

I. Reside in areas falling within the territorial jurisdiction of the Jammu and Kashmir State Board of School Education, and have passed the qualifying examination from this Board or any other Board/Examining body.

II. Remaining 60 % seats shall be filled from amongst eligible candidates, who neither belong to the territorial jurisdiction of the J & K State Board of School Education nor have passed the qualifying examination from the J & K State Board of School Education.

(b). In case the number of eligible candidates is less than the number of seats available under (II) above, the unfilled seats may be filled from amongst the eligible candidates falling under (I) above and vice-versa.

The seats available in all the Institutions shall be filled from amongst eligible candidates on the basis of their merit, i.e. Percentage of marks obtained by them in the qualifying examination or as per the rules laid by the Board from time to time.

The allotment of seats shall be made as per the allotted seats by SRO/Govt. Order No. 181-Edu of 2017 dated 21.04.2017 i.e. 150 or 120, after the fresh inspection in the accredited institution affiliated with the board.

PROCEDURE AND MODE OF SELECTION:

Admission of all eligible candidates to the Diploma in Elementary Teacher Training Course shall be made through counseling out of the merit list prepared by the Board by a Committee constituted by the Chairman of the Board. The selection list of each institution shall be put up before the Chairman through the Secretary for approval.
For Reserved Category.

In case two or more candidates falling under a particular category or reserved category have equal merit, the inter-se order of priority for admission of such candidates shall be determined in the order formulated as under:-

i- Candidate having passed an examination higher than the qualifying examination; or an examination recognized as equivalent;

ii- Candidate obtaining higher percentage of marks in the Matriculation Examination; or any other examination recognized as equivalent thereto, if percentage of marks at serial (I) is equal.

iii- Candidate older in age, if the percentage of marks at serial (ii) is also equal.

In case any seat in the reserved category falls vacant, the same will be filled from amongst candidates of that particular category, strictly in accordance with the prescribed procedure and norms, In the event of non-availability of eligible candidate in the concerned reserved category, the resultant shall be offered to the candidate of another category.

FREE, MANAGEMENT AND PAYMENT SEATS:

● Up to 02% of the sanctioned seats shall be free seats in each Institution, for the candidates belonging the below poverty line (BPL). The Candidate/s has to submit a certificate, duly issued by the competent authority to this effect as per the standing rules.

● Over and above to the total sanctioned seats, 6% seats shall be filled by the management of the respective Institution/Colleges of their own, out of the candidates, who may or may not have applied to the J&K Board of School Education, for seeking admission to the Course for the year 2019-2021.
The list of all these candidates admitted by the Institutes under management quota shall be submitted to the Board along with all other documents on **before 25th of September, 2019** to determine their eligibility.

A candidate admitted to the course against free seat in a non-governmental institution, shall have to pay Rs.11865/- per academic session/year, whereas a candidate admitted against payment seat, shall pay Rs.23735/- per year of the course, besides other normal fee prescribed by the Jammu and Kashmir state Board of School Education.

**FEE:**

(To be paid to the J&K State Board):

A) In case the candidate has passed the qualifying examination from other Board/Examining Body shall pay Rs.6395/- as per following break up:
   i. Examination Fees Rs.2615/-
   ii. Registration Fees Rs.925/-
   iii. Eligibility Fees Rs.460/-
   iv. Corpse Fund Rs.2395/-

b) In case the candidate having passed qualifying Examination from J&K Board shall pay Rs.5555/- as per following break up:
   i. Examination Fees Rs.2615/-
   ii. Renewal Fees Rs.545/-
   iii. Corpse Fund Rs.2395/-

C) During 2nd year, the candidate shall pay only the examination fee (Rs. 2615/-) to the Board.
Note:- the institutional fee (Tuition fee) amounting to Rs.16770/- is to be paid to the concerned ETT institute every year at the time of Admission

Mode of payment of Fee

Out of the total fee of Rs 23735/- to be paid the candidates, seeking admission in Diploma in Elementary Education Course 2019-21 Session, the breakup of the fee and its deposition in the BOSE/concerned ETT institute is as under:

i. BOSE fee (Exam fee, R.R fee, Eligibility fee, Rs.6395/- Corpse fund) to be paid in the BOSE at the time of (Non-refundable) Counseling after ascertaining Eligibility of the applicant.

ii. Institutional Fee (Tuition Fee), to be paid in the concerned ETT Institute at the time of admission in the Institute after counseling. Rs.16770/-

Whenever the Examination Form/Fee or both of a candidate is/are received in the Board Office after the prescribed date, he/she shall have to pay late fee as mentioned hereunder:-

a. Late fee 1st count of 10 days Rs.840 + Rs.2615 = Rs.3455/-

b. Late fee 2nd count of 10 days Rs.840 + Rs.840 + Rs.2615 = Rs.4295/-

c. Finally, 3rd count of 10 days Rs.840 + Rs.840 + Rs.840 + Rs.2615= Rs.5135/-

d. An additional late fee of Rs.100/- per day after the expiry of final last date with late fee of Rs.5135 /- subject to a maximum of Rs.7700 /- upto 45 days before the commencement of examination.

e. In exceptional case, if a candidate is unable to deposit the Examination form within the above stated time period i.e. 45 days before the commencement of Examination, Examination form (s) of such candidates
can be entertained with a late fee of Rs. 10,000/- up to 20 days before the commencement of examination subject to the approval of Chairman BoSE provided the question papers are available.

In the above case (s) It is the responsibility of the candidate(s) to receive/carry Roll No. Slip/Attendance sheet & Centre Notice etc. to the concerned Superintendent of Examination Centre.

**Note:** No fee and/or charges once deposited in the BoSE by the selected candidate(S) shall be refunded/adjusted under any circumstances whatsoever and no claim/compliant shall be entertained by the Board in this regard.

**Admission in the Institutions:**

(i) The final admission list of the students to the Course in the recognized Institutions shall be issued by the Board within 15 days after the completion of counseling with a direction to concerned institutes to begin regular class work as per the notifications issued by the BOSE in this regard.

(ii) Lesson, lectures, and practical shall be counted up to 14 working days previous to the date of commencement of the examination.

(iii) The admission to the course shall be conducted irrespective of the holidays or vacations that might follow the date of Notification of admission.

**DISPLAY OF LISTS OF SELECTED CANDIDATES:**

The list of candidates drawn strictly in order of merit for admission to Diploma in Elementary Teacher Training. (D.El.Ed) Course shall be displayed on the notice Board of the Board Office and made available on J&K BOSE website www.jkbose.ac.in.
ALL ADMISSIONS MADE ARE PROVISIONAL:

Admission of candidates who have passed their qualifying examinations from other Boards/Examining bodies shall be provisional and subject to confirmation by the Board.

Selection of the Institution:

“Candidates are free to elect any institution of his/her choice while applying for admission or during counseling if the seats are available in that institute. The Institutions shall however be allotted to the candidate by the Board at the time of counseling on the choice of the candidate, subject to availability of seat/s in such institution/s”.

VERIFICATION OF CERTIFICATES:

All the candidates selected provisionally for admission to the Course, shall produce all the original certificates /documents to the Head of concerned ETT institution at the time of admission for verification of their eligibility, failing which, they shall forfeit the right of admission. No complaint shall be entertained in this regard. Fifteen days after completion of Admission process in the respective ETT Institutions, the Head of the institution will certify in testimony on a judicial affidavit duly attested by a Magistrate to the effect that all documents pertaining to all the admitted candidates in that institution have been verified and found correct. Discrepancy, if any, should be brought to the notice of the Board without any loss of time for which the defaulter shall be penalized as per the standing norms of the Board.

EXAMINATION SCHEDULE:

i) Examination to Ist Year D.El.Ed including Teaching Practice shall commence by......... to ............every year.

ii) Examination to 2nd Year D.El.Ed including Teaching Practice shall commence by .................to ..........every year.
APPEALS:

Any genuinely aggrieved candidate, shall be within his/her legitimate rights to make an appeal to the Appellate Committee of the Board comprising of the following on the prescribed form on payment of Rs.120/- in the form of a Demand draft in favour of Chairman, J&K State Board of School Education:

1. Chairman;
2. Secretary;
3. Director (Academics);
4. Joint Secretary, General, K.D/J.D;

Majority of members shall form the quorum.

Monitoring /Inspections:

The Elementary Teacher Training (ETT) Institutes which are granted NOC by the Government shall be liable to regular inspection by the following Authorities to enhance maintenance of proper educational standards in their institution.

2. Principal of DIET of the concerned District
3. Chief Education Officer of the concerned District.
4. Any Officer of the Administrative Department/Board of School Education authorized by the concerned/Chairman for the purpose.

Removal of difficulties:

If any difficulty arises, which is not envisaged in the statutes the matter shall be referred to Chairman, who shall issue orders as he/she may deem fit under the circumstances.

Legal disputes:

Any legal dispute regarding the admission to Elementary Teacher Training Course in the non-government institution shall be subject to the jurisdiction of Jammu and Kashmir courts only.
Hostel Rent/ Mess Charges:

Charges for Hostel facilities within campus shall not exceed more than Rs. 7200/- per academic session inclusive of regular electricity and water supply and other, maintenances. The charges to be realized in three equal installments.

In case the Hostel facilities are outside the campus; the rent should not exceed Rs.6,000/- per academic session inclusive of regular electricity and water supply and other maintenances. The charges to be realized in three equal installments.

The mess charges should not exceed Rs. 14,400/- for the entire duration of the academic session, payable in the three equal installments. The menu of the food to be served to the boarders shall not be lower in quality to those of surrounding institutions / university hostels.

A Hostel security of Rs.1000/- per candidate shall be charged which shall be refundable after qualifying the course.

No institute will force any candidate to avail Hostel/Mess facilities. These facilities shall be optional. In case any complaint of forcing a candidate or charging fee in this behalf without providing the facilities shall face action under rules which is a fine to the tune of Rs.50,000/- and cancellation of affiliation for at least one academic session.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION FOR CANDIDATES:

1. The admission list shall be prepared by the Central Admission Committee only.

2. No institution or agency has been authorized to deal with the candidates for admission in Elementary Teacher Training Course (E.T.T) under any circumstances.
3. The selection Merit list framed under norms shall be displayed on the website of the J&K State Board of School Education www.jkbose.co.in.

4. If any document is detected to be fake at any stage the admission of such candidates shall be cancelled and shall be liable for criminal proceedings.

5. The selection list shall be provisional.

6. The candidates admitted in any institution shall have to attend the 180 days classes in each subject regularly and to earn eligibility to appear in the Board examination he/she should have at least 75% of the attendance.

THE LIST OF THE NON-GOVERNMENT INSTITUTIONS PROVISIONALY AFFILIATED TO THE J&K STATE BOARD OF SCHOOL EDUCATION FOR THE SESSION 2019-21, WITH THEIR INTAKE CAPACITY. See Website www.jkbose.ac.in.
AFFIDAVIT

I_________________________________________________________

Son/daughter of ________________________________
R/O______________________________________________________

do hereby solemnly affirm and declare that:-

(i) I am seeking admission to the Diploma in elementary Teacher Training Course as a regular student in a Non-Government institution recognized by the J&K State Board of School Education on the basis of Reserved Category.

(ii) Photo copies of the Reserved Category Certificate qualification certificate and other documents signed by me and attested by the attesting authority and attached with the Application Form are genuine.

(iii) The category certificate is issued by the competent authority on the approved form and conforms to the latest SRO/Order issued by the J&K Govt.

(iv) I have not already availed of this concession for admission to any course elsewhere.

(v) In the event of my above assertion(s) having been proved otherwise, my admission shall stand automatically canceled besides I shall be liable to any other action that may be taken against me under law for my civil or criminal liability.

I, further affirm and declare that the assertions made above are correct and true to the best of my knowledge and belief and nothing has been concealed or suppressed.

DEPONENT

*For Candidates applying Under Reserved Category (Statute)*
AFFIDAVIT

I______________________________________________________________
Son/daughter of ________________________________________________
R/O_______________________________________

I hereby solemnly affirm and declare that :

(i) I have passed my Higher Secondary Examination Part-II/ Senior Secondary Examination in the Year________________ from__________________________.

(ii) The Certificates and documents submitted by me on the basis of which I Claim admission are genuine.

(iii) In the event of my above statement having been proved otherwise my admission shall stand automatically cancelled besides I shall be liable to any other action that may be taken against me under law for my civil or criminal liability.

(iv) I further affirm and declare that the assertions made above are true to the best of my knowledge and belief and nothing has been Concealed or suppressed.

DEPONENT

FOR CANDIDATES APPLYING UNDER RESERVED CATEGORY.
CERTIFICATE

(Duly issued by the Commanding Officer/Employer/Head of the Divisional office of the concerned organization in Jammu.

Certified that Mr./Ms.________________________________________
S/O, D/o, Sh.____________________________(in case, the employee is himself applicant).

Or Father/Mother/Spouse of Sh.____________________________(in case, the child/spouse of the employee is an applicant) holding the post of _______________________is a regular employee of this department/organization of the Central/State Govt./Govt. Undertaking. Presently he/she is posted at ___________________
Since__________________________ vide order no.________________
Dated______________________which falls within the jurisdiction of Jammu Division of the J&K. State. His/her posting in the said office is not a temporary arrangement or short term attachment.

Signature

(Name______________)

Seal with Clear Impression

_______________________  
_______________________  
_______________________

(Complete Address of the issuing deptt. for correspondence.)
AFFIDAVIT

I__________________________________________________________
Son/daughter of Sh_________________________________________
(In case, the employee himself applicant) Father/Mother/Spouse of in case, the son/daughter/spouse of the employee is applicant R/o____________________________ do hereby solemnly affirm and declare that I am a permanent employee of the Department of ___________________________________________ of the Central Govt./Govt. Undertaking and at present working as ___at____________________________since ____________.

In pursuance of order No._________________ dated____________ of deptt./Organization. His posting in the Jammu/ Kashmir division of the J&K State is not a temporary arrangement or short term attachment.

I, further solemnly declare that the particulars entered in the Certificate submitted by me/my son/my daughter/my spouse under section 9, 1a(iii) Annexure III, duly issued by my Commanding Officer/Employer/Head of the Divisional Office of the Department/Organization, in Jammu/Kashmir are correct and true to the best of my knowledge. In case, the above statement is found false at any stage, the admission granted in my favour/in favour of my Son/Daughter/Spouse shall stand cancelled automatically and I shall be liable to be punished under law.

DEPONENT

Note: To be submitted by the employee by virtue of whose posting in Jammu/Kashmir Division, the applicant is seeking admission under the Statutes governing admission to D.El.Ed Course.
D.El.Ed Admission Form
Session 2019-21.

Note: Before filling in the Admission Form the candidate are advised to read the instructions given carefully. All entries must be filled in by the candidate in his/her own handwriting. Incomplete form shall not be entertained.

S.No __________ Enrollment No:_____________

Board Cash Receipt No:__________ Date__________

1-Full Name of the Candidate
In Block Letters in English (exactly as in the certificate of qualifying examination):

2- Father’s Name in Block Letters in English (exactly as in the certificate of qualifying examination):

3-Mother’s Name in Block letter:

4-Date of Birth
In Christian Era):

Date     Month     Year

5- Status
a) sex  Male/Female

b) Employed/Self Employed

6-Are you permanent resident of J&K?

7-(a) Indicate reserved category Claimed:
(b) Whether the candidate claims consideration under discretionary quota
8- Indicate carefully Choice of the Institution with its code No. in order of preference: (Choice once exercised will not be changed).

1. ___________  2. ___________  3. ___________  4. ___________

9- Details of Examination Passed:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of the Examination</th>
<th>Name of the University/Board</th>
<th>Roll No.</th>
<th>Regd. No.</th>
<th>Marks Obt.</th>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>%age</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

10- Tick the status of Hr.Sec.Exam Part-II/Senior Secondary School Exam Passed. [ ]

**Address**

Present _________________________       Permanent _________________________

_______________________________

_______________________________

Photo Copies (signed) by the candidate and attested by a Gazetted officer. The following certificate/documents should be attached in the sequence given below:-

11- List of Enclosures: Please tick (/) ‘Yes’ against each enclosure in case the same in the attached and cross (X) ‘No’ in case the same is not attached.

   i- Secondary School Examination (Class 10th)       Yes / No ( )
   ii- 12th Class Certificate                          Yes/ No ( )
   iii- Migration Certificate                          Yes/ No ( )
   iv- Transfer Certificate of Last institution attended Yes/ No ( )
   v- Character Certificate                            Yes/ No ( )
   vi- A certificate of Reserved Category              Yes/ No ( )
   vii- A Certificate of being permanent resident      Yes/ No ( )
   viii- Affidavit as per specimen given at Annexure-I Yes/ No ( )
ix- A certificate of undertaking in items of Statute Yes/ No ( )

x- A certificate for Claiming admission under category Yes/ No ( )

xi- Affidavit as per specimen given at Annexure Yes/ No ( )

Total number of enclosures (in figures_____________________(in words_____________
________________________________________________________________________________).

Signature of the checking
Official with date).

DECLAREATION

I hereby solemnly affirm and declare that the Application Form has been filled in my own handwriting and the information given in the Application Form is correct and nothing relevant has been concealed/suppressed.

Signature of Candidate

Signature of Father/Guardian
Admission Notification

It is hereby notified for information of all concerned that the admission process for pursuing Two years Diploma in Elementary Education (D.El.Ed) previously known as ETTC in Non-Govt. D.El.Ed Institutions shall start with effect from 17th of June 2019 for the session 2019-21. It is mandatory for the Non-Govt. D.El.Ed Institutions that they must possess valid/renewed NOC and must be affiliated with the Jammu and Kashmir State Board of School Education. The candidates seeking admission in the said course can download Brochure and Application form from JK, BOSE website (www.jkbose.ac.in). The candidates are advised to fill in the online application Form attached with the Brochure.

The information regarding revised J&K BOSE fee structure for Admission cum Examination and other services is Rs: 6395/- (Rupees Six thousand three hundred and Ninety five) only and Institutional Fee (Tuition Fee) is Rs. 17340/- (Rupees Seventeen thousand three hundred and Forty) only.

This notification is issued in compliance to the letter No: Edu/L/J/540/2014-IV dated: 18-03-2019. For further details please contact Joint Secretary, ETTC Jammu Division.

No. F (Acad-C)D.El.Ed/Admn/ 19. (Dr. Farooq Ahmad Peer)
Dated 17-06-2019. Director Academic

Copy for information to the:-

1- Commissioner/Secretary to Govt. School Education Deptt. Civil Sectt. Srinagar, for Information.
2- Director School Education Jammu/Kashmir for information.
3- District Development Commissioner ___________ for information.
4- Addl.Secretary to Govt. School Education Deptt. Civil Sectt. Sgr. for information.
5- Joint Secretary D.El.Ed (ETTC) Section, JD/K.D for information and necessary action. They are requested to supply the list of D.el.ed institutions which have valid renewed NOC from the Govt. and affiliation by the BOSE for running D.El.Ed course during 2019-21.
6- Joint Secretary, ITSS, Examination, Secrecy, Publication, Legal, Certificates, General, J.D/K.D for information necessary action.
6- Principal, SIE Jammu/Kashmir for information.
7- Chief Education officer ________ for information.
8- Chief Accounts officer, Central for information.
9- P/S to Hon’ble Advisor (G) Education Deptt. for information to the Hon’ble Advisor.
10- P/S to Chairperson/Secretary for information of the Chairperson/Secretary.
11- Deputy/Assistant Secretary, Examination/Secrecy/ETTC Section, Registration, General section JD/K.D for information.
12- Accounts officer J.D/K.D for information.
13- Information officer, K.D/J.D with the direction to get the Notification published in at least two leading National Daily News papers preferably one in English and one in Hindi in addition to the daily News papers of wide circulation.
14- BOSE Website: www.jkbose.ac.in.
15- concerned file.